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>>>Publication endorsed by the Professional Beauty Association (PBA) and Contemporary Salon
magazine. five-point styles and information in this reserve. Why make the mistakes additional
salon owners have in the past. Do you trust your contractor, are you having to pay to much for
salon equipment? Is usually your contractor over charging you for installation, flooring, lighting,
and plumbing?Given that Ready, Set, Go! Let Jeff show you during your salon startup or
remodel.Five-Point Salon Design System Construction Costs Home furniture & Equipment
CostsSalon Floor PlansDo you have dreams of running a successful salon? Prepared, Set,
Go!Reap the benefits of step-by-step guidance for developing, building, or remodeling your
salonKnow just what your start-up costs will be down to the pennySave cash with the years of
sector knowledge and tips which are packed into this bookThe Salon Building Bible can make
your salon wish a reality, while helping you create a design and budget to control costs, keep
your project on time, increase your capability to succeed, and generate profits sooner! Best
Selling writer Jeff Grissler felt that one of the largest expenses and challenges faced by new
owners was floor plans and estimating start-up costs. A Salon Owners Guidebook To Wealthhe
offered ready-to-use floor plans and designs from an award-winning salon designer. Each plan
information the construction and materials costs, together with the furniture and equipment
needs necessary for each strategy. Follow the simple steps and actual floor plans that break
down every expense you will come across.Plan your project predicated on tips of leading salon
design experts and salon ownersAvoid unnecessary costs with architects and designers and get a
jump start by utilizing the Ready,Set, Go!Includes all start-up costs and actual ground plans that
you can modify to suit your own location divided to the penny. The Salon Building Bible will
arranged you on a path that will allow you to style a salon that meets your needs and fits your
spending budget. Will you run out of money before you open your salons doors? Check out
another award winning reserve by Ready, Set, Go! Publishing provides allowed you to open the
salon of your dreams it's time to incorporate the business enterprise systems that will put your
salon on the fast track to success. Therefore, he do what no additional book in the industry has
done —
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 This head to Salon Bible makes planing a true joy. #fivestars Salon 411! I can't believe the wealth
of information What a great book!It had been good to read it just to see what I was missing . I
treasured your "five-point design program" in chapter 16, it gave me an excellent assessment of
what I have to do to remodel my salon.!! This publication is quite informative. I start
cosmetology school October 6th and have always imagined owning my very own salon. If you are
looking ,today, in the near or far future, to open up, build and/or design your own salon I'd
definitely recommend reading this book. I understand for a fact that I'd have made therefore
many "costly mistakes" as an initial time salon owner. Though I am not interested in building my
own salon, I am thinking about possibly doing so later on, and I have friends who are building
now that I'll suggest this reserve to...there's logic behind these things and this book definitely
puts it ALL into perspective. The Five-Point Salon Style makes so much feeling. I had a few DUH
moments. Helpful information that will cause you to a success This is the "WILL NEED TO HAVE"
business tool for anyone who is looking to create a successful salon business with quality
professionals and clients that will keep coming back! Great Resource! I actually took a notebook
out and began to take notes. You can use the ones provided or build from them and customize
them to your needs. Books to raised help set me up for success. WOW! I love the testimonials,
blueprints and photos of beautifully designed salons which are one of them book (of course the
information is quite valuable aswell).This " bible" is an excellent resource and has relevant
information to obtain your salon set right from the ground up and no one wouldn't even suspect
that you have among the best advice out there.If you're interested and driven to get a successful
and profitable salon that may ensure you could be confident and pleased with.. It seems that
you men have some books out, and it looks like you have all areas of my sector covered.This is
actually the book for you. a true success plan Elaine Maitland that is a must have gift if wisdom
for a truly successful salon. Very exclusive.Definitely Worth It to Purchase! Many thanks for an
outrageous masterpiece of design. God Bless Great read! So far, it’s so helpful. Well worth your
time reading. It offers me inspiration to save lots of and plan ahead for the future. This book is
an extremely great resource for all those interested in building a salon. There is so much details
into developing a salon rather than just buying stuff and placing it any and all over the place, that
is what I most likely would've done :). It is broken down within an interesting method with the
five stage design system. Easy to read, clearly organized. A good example is using seats instead
of couches and benches in waiting areas because strangers usually do not like sitting following to
each other on the same set of furniture. This is very insightful and isn't something that I would
have considered when planning a space.The floor plans provided in this book are also a great
foundation for your salon. I'll definitely be purchasing other Ready, Set, Move! I have been in the
salon business for 45 years and for the reason that period have owned 5 effective salons the
hard method.Overall I believe this book is an excellent resource for those interested in
constructing their very own salon, and even if you're not planning in doing so as of yet, it is
fantastic to get an idea of how to go about doing so and how to get started on your journey! Five
Stars Really useful book, not for Mexico at almost all, but definitly can help you. A must browse
for beauty professionals-great assistance, vision, ... A must go through for beauty professionals-
great advice ,vision, and assistance for cosmetology graduates, stylists, and salon owners.Do not
open up a salon without scanning this Bible! This book didn't help me at all..
14150www.tspabuffalo. Love your books! There are numerous helpful hints sprinkled
throughout that may not really be something that immediately comes to mind when making a
salon. Provides a step by stage way to open your very own salon, with assists to avoid the most
common pitfalls. It’s producing me realize items I didn’t even consider. Great!! It's a great thing



to read for beginners:) It was good to read it just to see what I was ..Y.Peggy GrenauerThe Salon
Professional Academy2309 Eggert RoadTonawanda,N. I've currently new the majority of this stuff
.! Just what a great book!! I cannot believe the wealth of info. SPOILER ALERTS! You also had
some nice floor plans with a very detailed breakdown of construction costs, extremely helpful
and detailed!. Thanks a lot Eric and Jeff!com Worth a Read An informative and very clear guide.
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